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Summary
This report describes analysis undertaken by the Jill Dando Institute for the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister into the abandonment of vehicles in the Thanet area of Kent. 100
abandoned vehicles were examined, particularly to determine the length of period over
which these vehicles had been untaxed before abandonment, and the relationship between
dumpsite and address of last registered keeper.
The analysis revealed that:
•

Abandoned vehicles were, on average, 14 years old when dumped

•

92% of abandoned vehicles were untaxed at the time of abandonment

•

76% of abandoned vehicles were dumped within one year of the vehicle excise
licence (VEL) expiring, with half of these being dumped in the first three months
after the tax had run out.

•

16% of vehicles were abandoned more than a year after the VEL expired. Of
these 16 vehicles, four were dumped more than two years after the tax disc ran out

•

most vehicles were abandoned relatively close to the address of their last
registered keeper, usually within 2 miles. There was evidence of local variation,
however. A significant proportion of vehicles dumped in Ramsgate had last
registered keepers with addresses outside Kent.

•

No vehicle attributes (make, model, colour) were related to higher risk of
abandonment when compared with the general population of vehicles.
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Introduction
2.
This paper reports the results of a rapid analysis of the final taxation and
keepership histories of a sample of 102 abandoned vehicles. Little is known about the
characteristics of abandoned vehicles. Although there is some largely anecdotal evidence
that, for example, many are untaxed there is little robust evidence about the taxation
histories of abandoned vehicles. This analysis seeks to provide such evidence, to inform
current policy developments in relation to abandoned vehicles and efforts to reduce the
size of the vehicle ‘underclass’. In particular, it examines:
•
•
•
•

the age of abandoned vehicles
the proportion which are untaxed at abandonment, and the length of period between
the expiry of tax and abandonment
the distance between the dump site and the address of the last registered keeper, and
whether they are more or less likely to be vehicles of a particular make, model or
colour

Data
3.
Kent County Council have good records of abandoned vehicles, and were
therefore selected as the site of this study. Thanet, with 1,463 abandoned vehicles
recovered and disposed of in 2003, suffers more than most areas in Kent. A systematic
sample of vehicles abandoned in Thanet was therefore was created for this analysis by
drawing every twelfth record of vehicles abandoned in Thanet in the calendar year 2003l.
The information system used was KAVES (Kent Abandoned VEhicles System). This
produced a sample of 102 vehicles.
4.

The variables extracted from KAVES included information about the:
•
•
•
•
•

registration, make, model, version, and colour of vehicles
Vehicle Exise Licence (VEL) expiration date
date the statutory notice giving warning of removal was served
location of the dump site, and
address of the last registered keeper.

5.
The data allowed the age of the vehicle, elapsed time between VEL expiration and
abandonment and the distance between the last registered keeper address and the
abandonment location to be calculated.
6.
In conducting this analysis, we have assumed that the information held on
KAVES about the address of the last registered keeper and the dump site is accurate, and
that the date the statutory notice was served was close to the time of abandonment. On
the basis of what we have seen, we believe these are reasonable assumptions to make.
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The characteristics of abandoned vehicles
How old are they?
7.
In order to calculate the age of vehicles at abandonment, the year of first
registration -extracted from the registration plate - was subtracted from the year the
vehicle was abandoned (2003). Figure 1 displays the results.
Figure 1. Age of vehicle at abandonment
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8.
The average age of the sample was 14.33 years (SD 3.01 years). This is similar
to the age at which most vehicles are considered to have reached the end of their useful
life. There is a distinct peak in vehicles aged fourteen to sixteen being abandoned, with a
precipitous degree of change on both sides of this peak. There were very few abandoned
vehicles younger than a decade, and few more than 18 years old.
How many are untaxed, and for how long have they been untaxed?
9.
Figure 2 shows the time elapsed between the VEL expiring and the notice being
served. Positive values indicate the vehicle was abandoned after the VEL finished,
negative values the opposite. The time intervals are expressed as quarters. Note that any
vehicles with an elapsed time of 9 or more quarters have had no tax for over two years.
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Figure 2. Length of time after VEL expiration vehicle was abandoned
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10.
Clearly, most abandonment takes place in the months immediately following the
expiry of a VEL. As table 1 shows, 76% of all vehicles were abandoned within a year of
the tax disc expiring, and half of these were dumped in the first three months after the
VEL expiration date. It is perhaps suprising that 8% of vehicles still had a valid tax disc,
although most of these were close to expiry.
Table 1. Elapsed time between VEL expiration and abandonment
Time between VEL expiry and abandonment
Pre VEL expiry
0-3 months
3-12 months
1 or more years

N
8
39
39
16

(%)
(7.8)
(38.2)
(38.2)
(15.7)

11.
In relation to lengthier breaks in taxation, 16% vehicles were abandoned more
than a year after the VEL expired. None of these vehicles would have been legally
MOT’d or insured. Of these vehicles, four (4 percent of the whole sample) were
abandoned more than two years after the tax disc ran out.
12.
These patterns of evasion of very similar to those found in the vehicle population
generally. Figure 3 shows the distribution of vehicle excise duty evasion nationally
(snapshot from DVLA data, presented earlier this year in a paper on VED evasion to the
DfT) and compares it with the data presented above in figure 2. The two patterns are
remarkably similar, showing high peaks in the first three months after expiry of tax, and
rapid decay until 12+ months when there is a small peak. What this implies is that the
behaviour of those who abandon vehicles is similar to those who evade vehicle tax
generally, ie they are not taking any more risks by driving the untaxed vehicle on the road
for longer.
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Figure 3. Comparison of VED evasion amongst the general population and
abandoned vehicles
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Are abandoned vehicles dumped close to their last registered keepers?
13.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of abandoned vehicles across Thanet. It
clearly shows the high concentration of vehicles dumped in Ramsgate and Margate. 80%
of vehicles in this sample were found in these two towns. This largely, although not
totally, reflects the population concentration in these two centres - 67% of the Thanet
population is concentrated in Ramsgate and Margate.

Figure 4. Distribution of abandoned vehicles in Thanet
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14.
Table 2 below examines the origins of the vehicles abandoned in Ramsgate and
Margate, comparing the location of the last registered keeper with the town in which the
vehicle was abandoned.
Table 2. Origins of vehicles abandoned in Ramsgate and Margate

Address of last
registered keeper
Ramsgate
Margate
Broadstairs
Other

Dump sites
Ramsgate
Margate
(n=41)

22
6
0
13

(n=40)

10
22
3
5

15.
Over half of the last registered keepers of these vehicles live in the town in which
the vehicles were dumped. Of the vehicles dumped in Margate, a further 25% have last
registered keepers in nearby Ramsgate. Generally, it seems, most abandoned vehicles are
dumped close to their last registered keepers with neither of these towns ‘importing’
abandoned vehicles to any great extent. There is, however, some local variation with a
significant proportion of vehicles dumped in Ramsgate coming a range of disparate
locations (e.g. Oxford, Swansea, Poole).
16.
The relationship between dump site and address of last registered keeper is
examined in more detail below. Table 3 shows the median and interquartile range for the
abandonment distances in miles, which provide measures of the mean distance and the
amount of variation from this.
Table 3. Distances between last registered keeper and dump site (miles)
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Ramsgate
Margate
Thanet total

Median (mi)
1.666
1.517
2.174

Interquartile range (mi)
14.944
2.765
4.575

17.
The table shows that the distances between last registered keeper and
abandonment sites are relatively small (around 1.5 - 2 miles) and consistent across each
of the areas. The inter quartile range, a measure of the spread of observed values, varies
considerably however. Ramsgate has a much higher value than Margate, reflecting the
previous observation that a number of cars dumped in Ramsgate come from further
afield.
Are some types of car more likely to be abandoned than others?
18.
Two car manufacturers (Ford and Vauxhall) made up nearly half of all the
abandoned vehicles in the sample. A recent Department for Transport census (2003) put
these two manufacturers responsible for about 44% of the total car parc for England and
Wales.
19.
In terms of colour, white, blue and red vehicles make up nearly three quarters of
the abandoned vehicles. How this compares with the distribution of colour within the
total car parc is unclear, but these colours are certainly among the most popular colours.
20.
There appeared, from this analysis, to be no vehicle characteristics which predispose abandonment at rates greater than prevalence within the general population. The
only reason more Fords and Vauxhalls are abandoned is that there are simply more of
them on the roads.

Conclusions
21.
The previously anecdotal evidence that most abandoned vehicles are untaxed is
clearly supported here. 92% of vehicles in this study were untaxed, and many of the 8%
which were dumped with a valid tax disc were close to expiry. This, together with the
age profile of abandoned vehicles, reinforces the view that a break in taxation in vehicles
approaching 14 yrs old is a very significant indicator of abandonment in the near future.
22.
This discovery that the VED evading behaviour of keepers of these vehicles is no
different from that of the general population of VED evaders is perhaps surprising. It is
surprising because
(a) keepers of these older vehicles are likely to be less well-off and therefore more
motivated to skip taxation for longer periods, or
(b) if some last registered keepers are to be believed, many of these vehicles are being
driven by people who have avoided registering their keepership with DVLA. We
8
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might expect such keepers to flout the rules more widely and drive without tax for
longer
23.
This doesn’t seem to be the pattern. Keepers of abandoned vehicles do not drive
these vehicles around longer untaxed, and most are dumped soon after the tax expires.
While some (4%) of these vehicles may be ‘underclass’ cars, being used on the road
without tax, insurance and MOT, it seems that most have been dumped because the
keepers have skipped a few months tax and now don’t want to continue the risk and
rather than re-tax they dump the vehicle because of its age and condition.
24.
The proximity of dump sites to addresses of last registered keepers is consistent
with a body of evidence from criminology more generally that most offenders offend
close to home. In fact the distances measured here between dump site and last keeper
address are remarkably similar to those found for offending generally1. It therefore
seems clear that if last registered keepers are not the last keeper of the vehicle, then the
genuine last keepers probably live nearby. You would expect this also to be the case if
the vehicle had been sold through informal means (eg to a man in a pub). However, it is
worth local areas analysing this relationship, because there does seem to be local
variation. Ramsgate, for example, had a number of abandoned vehicles whose last
registered keepers lived outside the county while Margate had few of these. It may be
that there is something about Ramsgate that attracts more vehicle abandonment from
outside the area.

Eg Wiles, P. and Costello, A. (2000) The Road to Nowhere. London: Home
Office.
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